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We were leaves of grass
we coated the furniture with green
and the cabinets exhibiting the relics
Celtic?

ah yes, as when Arthur1 writes
j’ai de mes ancêtres gaulois l’oeil bleu blanc, la cervelle étroite, et la maladresse dans la lutte
and the bard...

and thinking about
the sectors that want the battle to be endless

the house was a blood-soaked dune

we were loving the ships, their concavities
and the wave
and all the improper and insensate names
that foam along the crest of a wave

there was a druid
it had tasted the red fruit

those black shoes, they were all we had
to us they were as ballet slippers

in us Aphrodite lives

1  Rimbaud, from “Mauvais sang,” Une saison en enfer (1873): From the Gauls I inherit a clear blue eye, nar-

row skull, and ungainliness in wrestling.
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You sense danger
you see the trees    
surely you too are also    
draped in fog
like the mountain you scale

you realize you’re in the hallucination

that’s what the tapestries are for
for rolling around your body 

under the hooves of horses

so as to be recognized in your ecstasy
and held in memory
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I was a tower
birds raised its walls in the weave of their bodies
when I got close they flew off
I wanted them to return
wrapped my body in the bit left of the shroud 
angular
and I preferred clouds
turned into the needle that marks the sun’s shadow in the wilds
a tweet broke the dawn
and I strolled the boulevards of history
or heard the bells of antique timepieces
some with pendulums

the bird that does not complete the circle
I ponder it


